A New and Timely Feature!

ANF Brings You a Companion Piece to 'Know America's Planes'

RELEASE JAN.

Know the Enemy's Warplanes

JAPANESE IS LIGHT BOMBER

Aviation News Features presents the first of a series of photographs and descriptions of the military aircraft of the enemy—Japan, Germany, and Italy. This photo shows Japanese F-2 bomber intended for use in a suicide attack. Each is powered by a 1,500-hp engine and armed with two 7.7mm machine guns. It is designed for low altitude work. Four or five dive-bombing attacks per plane per day are possible, if endurance permits.
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American Planes Have Passed Acid Test of Air War

Europe and Africa Fronts Scenes of Many a Notable Feat

LOST ANGELS, Calif.—(AP)—Proof-of-the-sword in the air war across Europe and Africa is being established by American aircraft. The past three weeks, fighters and bombers have been pressing attacks on German and Italian targets. In the United Kingdom, London has become the focal point of the war against Germany and bombers from American fields have been attacking targets in Italy.

EXPLAINTED Proving grounds for American planes are the English Channel and the Mediterranean. The Channel is a proving ground for aircraft designed to drop bombs on targets in Great Britain. The Mediterranean is proving grounds for aircraft designed to attack targets in Italy.

LAUNCHED IN COMBINATION With these attacks on Great Britain, bombers have been seen making attacks on targets in France. In Italy, American bombers have been attacking targets in the north of the country. The bombers have been seen making attacks on targets in the south of the country.

INTERNATIONAL HEADLINES When United States bombers came to the aid of Italian forces in the north of the country, the Italian army was able to make an advance on the German army. The Allied air force was able to destroy a large number of German planes.

US CAPTURED In addition to the American bombers, American fighters were seen making attacks on targets in Italy. These attacks were successful in destroying a large number of German planes.

AIRCRAFT PLANT Doubles Small Town Population

In January, the output of the aircraft plant which doubles the population of the small town of Homeville, Ohio, was reported. The plant manufactures small airplanes for the United States Army and Navy.

Collecting the Odd and Unusual in America’s Vast Aircraft Production Program
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